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Abstract
Background Germline mutations in the BRCA1 and
BRCA2 genes have significant clinical implications for
both risk-reducing and early surveillance management.
The third and most recent revision of the Manchester
scoring system (MSS3) used to distinguish patients
indicated for germline BRCA1/2 testing included further
adjustments for triple negative breast cancer, highgrade serous ovarian cancer and human epidermal
growth factor 2 (HER2) receptor status. This study aims
to evaluate the relative effectiveness of MSS3 in a
Southeast Asian population.
Methods All patients in our centre were tested using
next-generation sequencing (NGS) panels that included
full gene sequencing as well as coverage for large
deletions/duplications in BRCA1/2. We calculated MSS13 scores for index patients between 2014 and 2017 who
had undergone BRCA1/2 genetic testing and recorded
their genetic test results. MSS1-3 outcomes were
compared using receiver operating characteristic analysis,
while associations with predictors were investigated
using Fisher’s exact test and logistics regression.
Calculations were performed using Medcalc17.
Results Of the 330 included patients, 47 (14.2%)
were found to have a germline mutation in BRCA1 or
BRCA2. A positive HER2 receptor was associated with
a lower likelihood of a BRCA1/2mutation (OR=0.125,
95% CI 0.016 to 0.955; P=0.007), while high-grade
serous ovarian cancer was conversely associated
with an increased likelihood of a BRCA1/2 mutation
(OR=5.128, 95% CI 1.431 to 18.370; P=0.012). At
the 10% threshold, 43.0% (142/330) of patients were
indicated for testing under MSS3, compared with 35.8%
(118/330) for MSS1% and 36.4% (120/330) for MSS2.
At the 10% threshold, MSS3 sensitivity was 91.5% and
specificity 65.0%, significantly better than the previous
MSS1 (P=0.037) and MSS2 (P=0.032) models.
Conclusion Our results indicate that the updated
MSS3 outperforms previous iterations and relative to the
Manchester population, is just as effective in identifying
patients with BRCA1/2 mutations in a Southeast Asian
population.

Introduction and aims

Germline mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes,
(abbreviated together as BRCA1/2) are associated
with increased lifetime risks of breast and ovarian

cancer and are the most common cause of hereditary breast and ovarian cancer.1 2 Hereditary cancers
make up a relatively small fraction of all cancers,
with 5%–10% of breast cancers being attributed
to a hereditary cause. Patients with BRCA1 and
BRCA2 mutations have cumulative risks of breast
and ovarian cancer, respectively, of 69%–72% and
17%–40% by age 80.3 Breast cancer is the most
common malignancy among Singaporean females,
accounting for 29.7% of all female malignancies.4
Identifying patients with BRCA1/2 mutations
provides additional clinically relevant information
to clinicians to guide patient management and
treatment, and for risk-reduction purposes. In the
context of surgical management during malignancy,
knowledge of mutation status helps inform surgical
decisions,5 as BRCA1/2 mutation patients who
undergo breast conservative surgeries—rather than
mastectomies—have elevated risk of a second ipsilateral breast cancer. Additionally, mutation status
can guide personalised clinical treatment such as the
use of platinum-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy
for breast cancers in BRCA1/2 mutations carriers.6
Additionally, poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitors have been increasingly reported to be an effective means of treating BRCA1/2 mutation tumours
through synthetic lethality, thereby exemplifying
the concept of precision medicine.7 In terms of
preventative care, patients who have a BRCA1/2
mutation are advised to consider risk-reducing
mastectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
once they have completed childbearing—typically
around age 40.8
Regardless of the significant reductions in the
cost of testing and the lowering of testing thresholds, prediction models are still useful tools within
cancer genetics clinics; both to inform patients as to
the likelihood of a BRCA1/2 mutation and to appropriately allocate available resources.
While models such as BRCAPRO and BOADICEA are available to predict a patient’s likelihood
of carrying a BRCA1/2 mutation, they require
specialised software and a relatively lengthy time
period to input the patient’s family history data
in order to accurately calculate the likelihood of a
mutation.9 The Manchester scoring system (MSS)
is a validated model developed by Evans et al. as
a convenient and practical method for identifying
patients with ≥10% (or ≥20%) likelihood of
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Methods
Patients

All patients seen at the Cancer Genetics Service at National
Cancer Centre Singapore, between January 2014 and June 2017
were followed up in a prospective clinical registry. Consent was
taken at the point of genetic consultation, and all data collection
and usage were approved by the SingHealth Institutional Review
Board, IRB 2011/826/B. We included consecutive index patients
from unrelated families, who had undergone clinical primary
germline mutation testing for BRCA1/2 mutations. All patients in
our centre were tested using next-generation sequencing (NGS)
panels that included full gene sequencing as well as coverage for
large deletion/duplications in BRCA1/2. The NGS panels used
were either organ specific (eg, breast cancer panel) or pan-cancer
panel, determined by a combination of family history factors
and/or patient preferences. Patients from families with a known
BRCA1/2 mutation prior to genetic testing were excluded.
Data collected prospectively included a detailed three-generation pedigree that covers family history of cancer in first-degree,
second-degree and third-degree relatives. BRCA1/2 mutation
status and clinicopathological features (eg, age of diagnosis,
tumour histology, grade and tumour receptor status) were also
collected. Patients with no positive family history of cancer and
only a single primary malignancy were regarded as apparently
sporadic (‘sporadic’). Cancer family history was patient reported
and not verified by medical records or death certificates. We
omitted reported cancers where patients were unsure of the
diagnosis. Histopathological data collected included breast and
ovarian morphology and tumour grade. Breast cancers were tested
for oestrogen, progesterone and human epidermal growth factor
2 receptor status. Oestrogen and progesterone receptors were
considered positive when more than 1% of cells stained positive.
Additionally, human epidermal growth factor 2 was designated
positive when stained positive 2/3+ on immunohistochemistry
Chew W, et al. J Med Genet 2018;55:344–350. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2017-105073

in combination with amplification being detected by fluorescence in situ hybridisation.

Statistical analysis

Discrete data were presented as counts (per cent) and outcomes
were analysed using Fisher’s exact test. Differences in continuous variables such as median age of diagnosis for breast cancer
were assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test, while Fisher’s
exact test was performed on categorical variables. For each index
patient, the Manchester scores and the corresponding predicted
BRCA1/2 mutation probabilities were calculated for the MSS1,
MSS2 and MSS3 models according to the published scoring rules
and tabulations.10 11 13 If index patient eligibility was not met for
MSS3, the MSS2 score was substituted for MSS3 in the analysis.
Similarly, if the patient was not eligible for MSS2, the MSS1
score was substituted for MSS2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and area under the ROC curves (AUC) were
used to quantify the performance of MSS1, MSS2 and MSS3
as univariate predictors. Multivariable logistic regression analysis was used to statistically assess MSS2 in combination with
HGSOC, TNBC and HER2 as predictors of presence/absence
of BRCA1/2. Differences in AUCs among the various predictive
models were compared for statistical significance. P≤0.05 were
considered to be statistically significant. Statistical analyses were
performed using MedCalc V.17.0 and SAS V.9.4 for windows.

Results
Overall clinical characteristics

A total of 330 index patients from unrelated families were
included in this study. Clinicopathological characteristics are
presented in table 1 comparing patients with and without
BRCA1/2 mutations. Effects of gender and adoptive families
were not evaluated as there was only one male breast cancer
index patient and two patients from adoptive families. Among
all the patients, 48.8% (161/330) were ‘sporadic’ patients.
Chinese patients made up 69.7% (230/330) of the cohort with
9.4% (31/330) Malay, 5.5% (18/330) Indian patients and 15.5%
(51/330) of other ethnicities. Among the patients with breast or
ovarian cancer seen in the genetic clinic, 14.2% (47/330) were
reported to be a BRCA1/2 mutation carrier, of which 53.2%
(25/47) were BRCA1% and 46.8% (22/47) were BRCA2 mutations. Additionally, 4.5% (15/330) of patients had non-BRCA
mutations in the following genes: ATM, FANCI, MLH1, MUTYH,
NBN, PALB2, PTEN, RAD51D, SDHA and TP53. Median age of
diagnosis for the breast and ovarian cancer was 40.9 and 53.0
years, respectively. Among these patients, 66.1% (218/330) had
breast cancer only, 26.7% (88/330) had ovarian cancer only and
7.3% (24/330) had a history of both breast and ovarian cancer.
Most breasts cancers were invasive ductal carcinomas (75.6%)
that were typically grade 2 (32.2%) or 3 (35.5%). The frequency
of BRCA1/2 mutations was seen in 20.0% (9/45) and 34.7%
(26/75) of patients with TNBC and HGSOC, respectively. Histopathological data pertinent to tumour type necessary in evaluating MSS2 and MSS3 were available in 81.2% (268/330) and
80.0% (264/330) of patients, respectively.

Manchester score as a whole

Figure 1A, B and supplementary figure 1sC–1sF display histograms of the distribution of the MSS1-3 scores in BRCA1/2
mutation carriers and non-carriers, respectively. Combined
Manchester scores of 15–19 and 20+ points were equivalent
to the 10% and 20% likelihood thresholds respectively. At the
10% threshold, 43% (142/330) of patients were indicated for
345
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being a BRCA1/2 mutation carrier. Initially, the original model
(MSS1) calculated the likelihood of a BRCA1/2 mutation via
scores derived using age of diagnosis for each breast, ovarian,
pancreatic and prostate cancer for each member of the proband’s
family.10 MSS1 has since been updated twice in view of certain
histological subtypes reportedly exhibiting greater associations
with BRCA1/2 mutations. The first iteration in 2009 (MSS2),
added scores based on breast histopathological markers, such as
grade, morphology and receptor status of the index patient.11
This accounted for the increased prevalence of BRCA1/2 mutations carriers noted in patients with triple negative breast cancers
(TNBC) and lower incidence in human epidermal growth factor
2 (HER2) positive breast cancers.12 The recent iteration in 2017
(MSS3), involved four major updates. The changes included
adding scores for adopted patients (ie, family history unknown),
increasing the downward adjustment for HER2 receptor status
and increasing the weightage for TNBC and high-grade serous
ovarian cancer (HGSOC).13 These updates addressed patients
with HGSOC, reporting 17.1% incidence of BRCA1/2 mutations.14 The weightage increase ensures that patients with apparently sporadic HGSOC diagnosed below age 60 will be indicated
for testing when they will have otherwise been missed by MSS2.15
While there was a previous study examining the predictive
performance of MSS1 in a Southeast Asian population (Malaysia),
there have been no further investigations using MSS2 and MSS3.
Hence, this study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of MSS3 in
a Southeast Asian population, relative to the previous versions
(MSS1-2) and the Manchester population.

Screening
Clinicopathological characteristics

Variable

Total
Patients with BRCA1
populations (%) (%)

Index patients†

330

Patients with BRCA2 Patients with either No BRCA1/2 mutation
(%)
BRCA1/2 (%)
(%)

P value*

25

22

47

283

Median age of breast cancer diagnosis

40.9

42.6

44.6

43.2

40.5

0.060

–

Median age of ovarian cancer diagnosis

53.0

53.4

52.2

53.0

52.6

0.760
0.567

Ethnicity
 Chinese

15/230 (6.5)

16/230 (7.0)

31/230 (13.5)

199/230 (86.5)

 Indian

18 (5.5)

1/18 (5.6)

1/18 (5.6)

2/18 (11.1)

16/18 (88.9)

 Malay

31 (9.4)

4/31 (12.9)

3/31 (9.7)

7/31 (22.6)

24/31 (77.4)

 Others

51 (15.5)

5/51 (9.8)

2/51 (3.9)

7/51 (13.7)

44/51 (86.3)

 ‘Sporadic’ patients

230 (69.7)

161 (48.8)

5 (20.0)

4 (18.2)

9 (19.1)

152 (53.7)

0.001
0.001

Breast and ovarian cancer
 Breast cancer only

218 (66.1)

8 (32.0)

11 (50.0)

19 (40.4)

199 (70.3)

 Ovarian cancer only

88 (26.7)

13 (52.0)

5 (22.7)

16 (34.0)

72 (25.4)

 Breast and ovarian cancer

24 (7.3)

4 (16.0)

8 (36.4)

12 (25.5)

12 (4.2)

Breast histopathology
Estrogen receptor status

242

12

19

31

211

 Positive

152 (62.8)

3 (25.0)

15 (78.9)

18 (58.1)

134 (63.5)

 Negative

72 (29.8)

8 (66.7)

3 (15.8)

11 (35.5)

61 (28.9)

1 (8.3)

1 (5.3)

2 (6.5)

16 (7.6)

Progesterone receptor status

242

12

19

31

211

 Positive

123 (50.8)

1 (8.3)

15 (78.9)

16 (51.6)

110 (52.1)

 Negative

98 (40.5)

9 (75.0)

3 (15.8)

12 (38.7)

84 (39.8)

 Unknown

 Unknown
HER2 status

18 (7.4)

21 (8.7)
242

2 (16.7)

1 (5.3)

4 (9.7)

17 (8.1)

12

19

31

211

 Positive

40 (16.5)

0 (0.0)

1 (5.3)

1 (3.2)

39 (18.5)

 Negative

141 (58.3)

8 (66.7)

16 (84.2)

24 (77.4)

117 (55.5)

 Unknown
Triple negative breast cancer

61 (25.2)
242

4 (33.3)

2 (10.5)

6 (19.4)

55 (26.1)

12

19

31

211

 Yes

45 (18.6)

6 (50.0)

3 (15.8)

9 (29.0)

36 (17.1)

 No

135 (55.8)

2 (16.7)

13 (68.4)

15 (48.4)

120 (56.9)

4 (33.3)

3 (15.8)

7 (22.6)

55 (26.1)

Morphology

242

12

19

31

211

 Invasive ductal carcinoma

183 (75.6)

10 (83.3)

14 (73.7)

24 (77.4)

159 (75.4)

 Ductual carcinoma in situ

24 (9.9)

1 (8.3)

2 (10.5)

3 (9.7)

21 (10.0)

 Invasive Lobular carcinoma

14 (5.8)

0 (0.0)

1 (5.3)

1 (3.2)

13 (6.2)

 Unknown

21 (8.7)

1 (8.3)

2 (10.5)

3 (9.7)

18 (8.5)

12

19

31

211

 Unknown

Grade

62 (25.6)

242

 1

22 (9.1)

0 (0.0)

1 (5.3)

1 (3.2)

21 (10.0)

 2

78 (32.2)

3 (25.0)

9 (47.4)

12 (38.7)

66 (31.3)

 3

86 (35.5)

7 (58.3)

5 (26.3)

12 (38.7)

74 (35.1)

 Unknown

56 (23.1)

2 (16.7)

4 (21.1)

6 (19.4)

50 (23.7)

0.75

0.538

0.037

0.278

0.927

0.546

Ovarian histopathology
HGSOC

17

11

28

84

 Yes

75 (67.0)

17 (100.0)

9 (81.8)

26 (92.9)

49 (58.3)

 No

30 (12.4)

0 (0.0)

1 (9.1)

1 (3.6)

30 (35.7)

7 (2.9)

0 (0.0)

1 (9.1)

1 (3.6)

5 (6.0)

 Unknown

112

0.001

*P value from comparison of patients with and without pathogenic BRCA1/2 mutations.
†Index patients from unrelated families receiving clinical primary germline mutation testing for BRCA1/2 mutations.
HER2, human epidermal growth factor 2; HGSOC, high-grade serous ovarian cancer.

testing under MSS3, this was an absolute 7% higher compared
with MSS1 (118/330) and MSS2 (120/330). With regard to
MSS3, sensitivity of the Manchester scoring system for identifying patients who were BRCA1/2 mutation carriers was 91.5%
(43/47) at the 10% threshold; specificity for correctly identifying
patients without BRCA1/2 mutations was 65.0% (184/283).
Using ROC analysis and Youden’s rule, a Manchester score of
15 was determined to be optimal for maximising the correct
346

classification rate relative to a 50:50 guess. When limiting the
evaluation to patients who had the required histopathological
data to accurately calculate their MSS3 score, sensitivity was
90% and specificity 64.5%, which did not significantly differ
from results based on all 330 patients. Additionally, of the 15
patients with mutations in genes other than BRCA1/2, 2 patients
had scores above 20 points, 4 patients had 15–19 points and the
remaining 9 (60%) patients had 14 or less points on MSS3.
Chew W, et al. J Med Genet 2018;55:344–350. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2017-105073
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Table 1

Screening

Impact of ‘sporadic’ patients

Among all the patients who were BRCA1/2 mutation carriers,
19.1% (9/47) were determined to be ‘sporadic’ patients. The
distribution of ‘sporadic’ cancers is given in table 2. Only patients
with ‘sporadic’ HGSOC cancer diagnosed below the age of 60
had consistent BRCA1/2 mutations with an incidence of more
than 10%. The pathological update to MSS3 meant that patients
with ‘sporadic’ HGSOC diagnosed below the age of 60 were
now indicated for genetic testing, thereby increasing the specificity of the scoring system from 83.0% to 91.5%. As a result, an
additional five cases with BRCA1/2 mutations were identified at
the cost of testing 24 additional cases.
All four BRCA1/2 mutation carriers not indicated for genetic
testing based on MSS3 were patients with ‘sporadic’ cancers.
These included one patient with a BRCA1 mutation with TNBC
and three BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER+ HER2 breasts
cancers diagnosed between 30 and 50 years. Overall, the prevalence of BRCA1/2 mutations in ‘sporadic’ breast cancers and
‘sporadic’ TNBCs were low, at 3.4% and 3.8%, respectively.

respectively, with associated specificities of 71.4%, 70.7% and
65.0%, respectively.
As previously mentioned, the update from MSS2 to MSS3
involved four major iterations. Excluding the update regarding
adoptive families, the remaining three changes were investigated further to determine which change had the most impact
on explaining the improvement in MSS3 by comparing AUCs of
the associated ROC curves. We compared MSS2 scores against
a MSS2 score modified to include one of the three updates to
MSS3 (table 3). We found that increasing the score for HGSOC
cancer contributed the largest single improvement to the MSS
model (AUC: 0.842 vs 0.832; P=0.053). However, MSS3 which
incorporates all three changes exhibited the largest improvement
over MSS2 incorporating any single modification.
When assessing MSS as a predictor of BRCA1 using the 10%
likelihood threshold, MSS3 was the most accurate predictive
score overall with an AUC of 0.880 versus 0.844 and 0.865 for
MSS1 and MSS2, respectively. Finally, all three MSS iterations
performed better as a predictor for BRCA1 than for BRCA2
(AUC: 0.761).

Differences in performance between MSS3, MSS2 and MSS1

ROC analysis was performed to compare and quantify predictive
performance of MSS3 versus MSS2 and MSS1. ROC curves for
all three scores are compared in the plots of figure 2 and AUC
was computed for each. MSS3 demonstrated the best overall
accuracy as a classifier of BRCA1/2 versus non-BRCA1/2 patients
with AUC (95% CI) equal to 0.845 (0.801, 0.882), which
was significantly greater than AUCs for MSS1 (P=0.037) and
MSS2 (P=0.032). Sensitivities for MSS1, MSS2 and MSS3 at
the 10% likelihood threshold were 78.7%, 80.9% and 91.5%

Table 2

‘Sporadic’ cancers: mutations/number (%) tested

Age of
diagnosis (years)

Ovarian

HGSOC

Breast

TNBC

<30

0/1

0/0*

0/11

0/3*

30–39

0/2

1/2* (50.0)

2/48 (4.2)

0/12

40–49

0/3

1/9* (11.1)

1/21 (4.8)

1/10 (10.0)

50–59

0/4

3/13* (23.1)

0/4

0/1

60+

0/3

0/10

0/3

0/0

Total

0/14

5/34 (14.7)

3/87 (3.4)

1/26 (3.8)

*These patients are indicated for genetic testing under MSS3.
HGSOC , high-grade serous ovarian cancer; MSS, Manchester scoring system; TNBC,
triple negative breast cancer.
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Figure 2 Receiver operating characteristic comparison between
Manchester scoring system (MSS)1, MSS2 and MSS3.
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Figure 1A,B  Histogram charting out frequency of patients based on Manchester scoring system 3 scores; horizontal line denotes cut-off score for patients
indicated for BRCA1/2 mutation testing.

Screening

Comparison

AUC

95% CI

P value

MSS2 score

0.832

0.787 to 0.871

–

MSS2 score+HGSOC

0.842

0.798 to 0.879

0.053

MSS2 score+TNBC

0.829

0.784 to 0.868

0.330

MSS2 score+HER2

0.831

0.786 to 0.870

0.778

MSS3 score

0.844

0.800 to 0.882

0.021

HER2, human epidermal growth factor 2; HGSOC, high-grade serous ovarian cancer;
MSS, Manchester scoring system; TNBC, triple negative breast cancer.

Performance comparison between Southeast Asian and
Manchester populations

Table 4 juxtaposes the composition of patients seen in our cohort
against the cohort by Evans et al.13 Overall, there were no statistically significant differences in the incidence of BRCA1/2 mutations seen in our clinic against those from Evans et al. MSS3 also
achieved similar sensitivities in both studies (91.5% vs 92.8%,
P=1.000). However, a much larger proportion of patients were
indicated for genetic testing in the cohort by Evans et al. The
root cause of the higher proportion of patients indicated for
genetic testing was mainly in the patients with breast cancer only
(55.7% vs 21.0%, P<0.001). Additionally, there were smaller
proportions of BRCA1/2 mutations in patients with breast
cancers only (6.5% vs 12.4%, P=0.013) and among those with
TNBCs diagnosed at or below age 40 (4.5% vs 32.9%, P=0.003)
in our cohort compared with the cohort by Evans et al.
With regard to performance, MSS3 exhibited high sensitivity
at identifying patients with BRCA1/2 mutations in both cohorts.
However, MSS3 was also statistically more specific in excluding
patients without BRCA1/2 mutations in our cohort (65.0% vs
42.8%, P<0.001). These results remained consistent even when
evaluating patients with a full histopathological report.

Discussion

Overall, the distribution of histopathological features of patients
with breast and/or ovarian cancer seen at a cancer genetic
clinic in Singapore is largely similar to reports from previous
western countries. The MSS3 is an improvement from previous
MSS models and is highly sensitive in identifying patients with
BRCA1/2 mutations.
Table 4

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women in both
Singapore and the UK; moreover, ovarian cancer is the fifth most
common malignancy in Singapore and sixth in the UK. However,
the similarities end there as the UK has a higher incidence rate
for both cancers. Based on the latest registry reports for 2015, the
age-standardised incidence rates for breast (172.1 vs 65.3) and
ovarian (23.5 vs 13.0) cancer in the UK were from twofold to
threefold higher than in Singapore. Additionally, the median age
of diagnosis for breast cancer (60–64 vs 45–54) was higher in the
UK.16 17 Previous BRCA1/2 prevalence studies reported BRCA2
mutation carriers were more common compared with BRCA1
mutation carriers in the UK, while the converse was true in Singapore.18 19 While these epidemiological differences pose potential
difficulties for comparison, this is unlikely to be the case given the
limited discrepancy in the efficacy of MSS3.
The ethnicity distribution of patients and the proportion
of BRCA1/2 mutation carriers seen in our genetic clinic were
consistent with those reported by Thirthagiri et al in a previous
Malaysian study.20 This establishes the representativeness of
our cohort for the region. However, while Thirthagiri et al
reported that Malay patients had a higher proportion of BRCA2
mutations over BRCA1 mutations, this was not observed in our
population. Interestingly, the Malay patients in our cohort had a
higher proportion of BRCA1/2 mutations that approached statistically significant. Hence, a further investigation to explore the
possibility of BRCA2 founder mutations in the Malay population
may be warranted in view of these findings.
Positive HER2 receptor status and HGSOC were the only two
markers that were statistically significant in predicting the likelihood of a BRCA1/2 mutation in a patient. Additionally, patients
who were BRCA1 mutations carriers were more likely to have
oestrogen receptor negative breast cancers or TNBC. The correlations between histopathological markers and BRCA1/2 mutation
status are consistent with previously reported studies21 and in line
with the iterations made to MSS2 to improve the model.
At the 10% threshold, MSS3 was an extremely effective model
at identifying the majority of BRCA1/2 mutation carriers and
reducing the number of patients that were indicated for genetic
testing. However, the high level of sensitivity dropped substantially
at the 20% likelihood threshold where more than one-third of
BRCA1/2 mutation carriers would have been missed. It is not in the
scope of this paper to determine the ideal cost-effective threshold

Number (%) of patients tested: Evan et al vs our cohort
Evans et al

Our study

Manchester score

<15 BRCA1/2 mutation ≥15 BRCA1/2 mutation Total BRCA1/2

<15 BRCA1/2 mutation

≥15 RCA1/2 mutation

Total BRCA1/2

All cases MSS3

43/142 (30.3)

47/330 (14.2)

52/1506 (3.5)

666/2610 (25.5)

718/4116 (17.4)

4/188 (2.1)

ER− HER2+ BC MSS3

0/26 (0.0)

6/22 (27.2)

6/48 (12.5)

0/14 (0.0)

0/1 (0.0)

0/15 (0.0)

ER+ HER2+ BC MSS3

2/80 (2.5)

4/50 (8.0)

6/130 (4.6)

0/20 (0.0)

1/3 (33.3)

1/23 (4.3)

TNBC (all ages) MSS3

7/112 (6.3)

152/371 (41.0)

159/483 (32.9)

1/24 (20.2)

8/21 (38.1)

9/45 (20.0)

0/0 (0.0)

22/50 (44.0)

22/50 (44.0)

0/0 (0.0)

0/5 (0.0)

0/5 (0.0)

TNBC 30–39

3/75 (4.0)

57/129 (44.2)

60/199 (30.2)

0/12 (0.0)

1/5 (20.0)

1/17 (5.9)

TNBC 40–49

3/28 (10.7)

51/116 (44.0)

54/144 (37.5)

1/10 (10.0)

4/6 (66.7)

5/16 (31.3)

1/9 (11.1)

22/81 (27.2)

23/90 (25.6)

0/2 (0.0)

2/5 (40.0)

3/7 (42.9)

0/24 (0.0)

38/196 (19.4)

38/220 (17.3)

0/11 (0.0)

16/48 (33.3)

16/59 (27.1)

All ovarian MSS3

3/134 (2.2)

362/1133 (32.0)

365/1267 (28.8)

0/30 (30.0)

32/100 (32.0)

32/130 (24.6)

Breast-only MSS3

43/1292 (3.3)

310/1557 (19.9)

353/2849 (12.4)

4/158 (2.5)

9/42 (21.4)

35/995 (3.5)

566/2090 (27.1)

601/3085 (19.5)

4/149 (2.7)

34/115 (29.6)

TNBC <30

TNBC 50+
HGSOC MSS3

Breast/ovarian path
available MSS3

13/200 (6.5)
38/264 (14.4)

ER, Estrogen Receptor; BC, Breast cancer; TNBC, Triple negative breast cancer; HER2, human epidermal growth factor 2; HGSOC, high-grade serous ovarian cancer; MSS,
Manchester scoring system.
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Table 3 Receiver operating characteristic AUC comparison: MSS2 vs
MSS3 updates
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increases, the effectiveness of using family history to distinguish
BRCA1/2 mutation carriers may diminish.
Another major difference observed was the smaller proportion
of patients with TNBC diagnosed below the age of 40 who were
BRCA1/2 mutation carriers. This conflicts with previous reports
of patients with early onset TNBC having higher incidence of
BRCA1/2 mutations, although the numbers from these studies
were limited.27 Moving forward, a reassessment on the prevalence of BRCA1/2 mutations in Asian patients with TNBC may
improve the MSS specificity in the Singaporean context.
Nearly all patients with non-HGSOC lacked a BRCA1/2 mutation, echoing previous reports of lower prevalence of BRCA1/2
mutations.28 Hence, further examination between ovarian histopathological subtypes and the likelihood of BRCA1/2 mutations
may further improve the model’s specificity. This is clinically
relevant in the Asian population as some ovarian histological
subtypes such as clear cell ovarian cancer have more than twice
the incidence rate compared with a Caucasian population.29

Conclusion

In conclusion, our study has shown that MSS3 is consistent in
being an improvement over its previous iterations and that it
performed better in our Singapore cohort. This strongly supports
MSS3 as an effective tool in directing genetic testing towards
those more likely to carry BRCA1/2 mutations among Chinese,
Malay and Indian populations. As MSS was previously validated
in a largely Caucasian population, this finding is highly significant as it suggest MSS3 is applicable to patients of these ethnic
groups around the world. Wide usage of NGS panel testing has
revealed new disease associations for known cancer predisposition genes as well as identified novel cancer predisposition
genes. Future work will be needed to help distinguish patients
with breast and/or ovarian cancer with BRCA1/2 mutations from
those with mutations in other cancer predisposition genes.
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